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Abstra t

The notion of a \market" has undergone a paradigm shift with the Internet { totally new
and highly su essful markets have been de ned and laun hed by Internet ompanies, whi h
already form an important part of today's e onomy and are proje ted to grow onsiderably in
the future. Another major hange is the availability of massive omputational power for running
these markets in a entralized or distributed manner.
In view of these new realities, the study of market equilibria, an important, though essentially
non-algorithmi , theory within mathemati al e onomi s, needs to be revived and rejuvenated via
an inherently algorithmi approa h. Su h a theory should not only address traditional market
models but also de ne new models for some of the new markets.
We present a new, natural lass of utility fun tions whi h allow buyers to expli itly provide
information on their relative preferen es as a fun tion of the amount of money spent on ea h good.
These utility fun tions o er onsiderable expressivity, espe ially in Google's Adwords market. In
addition, they lend themselves to eÆ ient omputation, while still possessing some of the ni e
properties of traditional models. The latter in lude weak gross substitutability, and the uniqueness
and ontinuity of equilibrium pri es and utilities.
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Introdu tion

General equilibrium theory, whi h produ ed su h elebrated works as the Arrow-Debreu theorem
and long enjoyed the status of rown jewel within mathemati al e onomi s, su ered from a serious short oming { other than a few isolated results, it was a non-algorithmi theory. Although a
omplexity-theoreti study of omputing equilibria was initiated a while ba k by Megiddo [13℄ (see
also the subsequent paper [14℄), the real impetus for developing an algorithmi theory of market
equilibria ame only in this de ade with the emergen e of the area of algorithmi game theory. In
turn, the impetus for this area ame from the emergen e of the Internet as the quintessential new
omputational platform and the myriad of new issues of a strategi and omputational nature raised
by it.
With the emergen e of new markets on the Internet, whi h already form an important part of
today's e onomy and are proje ted to grow onsiderably in the future, and the availability of massive
omputational power for running these markets in a distributed or entralized manner, the need for
developing an algorithmi theory of markets and market equilibria is quite apparent. Su h a theory
should not only address traditional market models but also de ne new models for some of the new
markets. The latter task is not easy, sin e su h a model should not only apture the idiosyn rasies
of a new market in a simple manner but also have some of the ni e properties of traditional models,
su h as the existen e and uniqueness of equilibria, and at the same time it should lend itself to
eÆ ient omputation.
We attempt this task in the urrent paper. We de ne the notion of spending onstraint utility
fun tions within Fisher's market model [3℄. We argue that the spe ial ase of de reasing step spending
onstraint utilities are well suited for expressing advertisers' desired allo ations in the Adwords
market, an innovative market whi h is run by sear h engine ompanies su h as Google, Yahoo! and
MSN. This multi-billion dollar market is the main sour e of revenues for Google and a major sour e
of revenues for Yahoo!.
We give a polynomial time algorithm for omputing an equilibrium for this ase { our algorithm
is made possible be ause this ase satis es the ondition of weak gross substitutability, i.e., in reasing
the pri e of one good annot result in a de reased demand of another good. This ase shares several
other desirable properties with the traditional model, some of whi h have been entral to the area
of general equilibrium theory. These in lude the existen e of an equilibrium under ertain mild
onditions, the uniqueness of equilibrium utilities and pri es of goods, and the fa t that equilibrium
pri es are rational with polynomial des riptions if all input parameters are rational. In addition, as
shown in [19℄, this ase satis es ontinuity of equilibrium pri es and utililities.
The sequel to this paper, [10℄, ontinues the study of spending onstraint utilities. For the
ase that spending onstraint fun tions are ontinuous and stri tly de reasing, [10℄ establishes the
existen e (using Brauwer's xed point theorem) and the uniqueness of equilibrium pri es, and they
show that this ase also satis es weak gross substitutability. They also use our algorithm as a
subroutine to give an FPTAS for omputing equilibrium pri es for this ase.
[10℄ also gives a natural way of de ning spending onstraint utilities in the ex hange model of
Arrow and Debreu [2℄. For the ases of step de reasing fun tions as well as ontinuous and stri tly
de reasing fun tions, [10℄ builds on our polynomial time algorithm for Fisher's model to obtain
FPTAS's. Furthermore, for ontinuous and stri tly de reasing spending onstraint fun tions, [10℄
shows the existen e of equilibrium pri es using the Kakutani xed point theorem (Brauwer's theorem
does not seem to yield the result for this model).
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1.1 Comparison with on ave and linear utilities
In Fisher's original model, buyers had additively separable, stri tly on ave utility fun tions. Su h
utility fun tions are onsidered espe ially useful in e onomi s be ause they model the important
ondition of de reasing marginal utilities as a fun tion of the amount of good obtained. Algorithmi ally though, su h utility fun tions are not easy to deal with { in parti ular, they do not satisfy
weak gross substitutability. A slight modi ation of these utilities, to additively separable, pie ewiselinear, on ave utilities have re eived mu h attention within algorithmi game theory (see [12℄ for an
early work giving an algorithm for the ase of two traders in the ex hange model). The long-standing
open problem of determining the omplexity of nding an equilibrium under these utilities was resolved very re ently { it was shown to be PPAD- omplete for both Fisher and Arrow-Debreu models.
First, [5℄ established PPAD-hardness for the Arrow-Debreu model. Next, [6, 20℄ on urrently showed
PPAD-hardness for the Fisher model. In addition, [20℄ proved membership in PPAD for both market
models.
These results, whi h establish eviden e of intra tability, and the fa t that markets in the West,
based on Adam Smith's free market prin iple, seem to do a good job of nding pri es that maintain
parity between supply and demand, have prompted the author to ask whether we have failed to
apture some essential elements of real markets in our models. In this ontext, our paper is demonstrating that it is possible to design interesting, natural utility fun tions for whi h an equilibrium
an be omputed eÆ iently.
Linear utility fun tions do satisfy weak gross substitutability and by exploiting this property, [9℄
gave the rst polynomial time algorithm for omputing an equilibrium for these utilities in Fisher's
model. On the other hand, linear utility fun tions su er from a number of serious short omings.
Spending onstraint utility fun tions seem to o er a happy ompromise between these two possibilities. They do satisfy weak gross substitutability and are amenable to eÆ ient algorithms. On the
other hand, they do not su er from some of the more serious de ien ies of linear utility fun tions.
For simpli ity of exposition, let us introdu e spending onstraint step utility fun tions as a way
of re tifying the following two de ien ies of linear utility fun tions. First, under linear utility
fun tions ea h buyer typi ally ends up spending her money on a single item; learly, this is not the
ase with on ave utility fun tions. To deal with this issue, let us generalize linear utility fun tions
by spe ifying a limit on the amount of money buyer i an spend on good j .
Se ond, linear utility fun tions do not apture the important ondition of buyers getting satiated
with goods, e.g., as done by on ave utility fun tions. To apture this, we generalize further { buyer
i has several linear utility fun tions for good j , ea h with a spe i ed spending limit. W.l.o.g. we
may assume that these fun tions are sorted in de reasing order, and hen e apture the ondition that
buyer i derives utility at de reasing rates on getting more and more of good j . As shown in Se tion
2, this set of fun tions an be more su in tly represented via a single de reasing-step fun tion.
In Se tion 11 we make a further generalization { we assume that buyers have utility for money.
Normally, in Fisher's model one does not assume this and as a onsequen e, at equilibrium all buyers
are required to spend all their money. With the added assumption, the notion of equilibrium needs to
be generalized appropriately. This generalization adds onsiderably to the expressivity of spending
onstraint step utility fun tions, as illustrated in the example given in Se tion 3.

1.2 The role of money in general equilibrium theory
The stati nature of Walras' model leaves no pla e for the role of money. In real life though, money
plays an vital role in the e onomy in two ways { it enables the ex hange of goods and servi es over a
3

period of time and it a ts as a store of value for use in the future. Walras' model assumes that on e
agents determine the ex hanges whi h they want to make, they happen instantaneously. In reality,
there is a lag between selling and buying, with money bridging the gap in time.
Walras was well aware of this de ien y in his model but none of his attempts at re tifying it
were satisfa tory and over the next few de ades, there was fervent debate on this issue. Perhaps the
most su essful attempt at integrating monetary and value theories was due to Patinkin [16℄; see the
insightful survey by Bridel [4℄. Stri tly speaking, our spending onstraint utility fun tion ts better
in the integrated theory than in Walras' theory.

1.3 An appli ation to the Adwords market
When a user sends a query keyword to a sear h engine su h as Google, he not only gets pages relevant
to his query but also ads relevant to the keyword. These ads are sponsored by businesses ( alled
advertisers below) who want to rea h ustomers via Google. In the Adwords market run by Google,
an advertiser sele ts keywords relevant to her business together with her bid for ea h keyword. Ea h
bid represents the amount she is willing to pay to Google if her ad is shown along with sear h results
to the orresponding keyword and moreover the user li ks on the ad. The advertiser also spe i es
her daily budget { the maximum amount that Google an harge her for ea h day { as well as
spending limits on subsets of keywords.
It is not in on eivable that in the future, Google will simply be able to ompute, in a entralized
manner, pri es for advertising on di erent keywords, instead of holding an elaborate au tion. Indeed
Nisan et. al., fa ed with the problem of designing an au tion system for Google for TV ads, onverged
to a market equilibrium based method, after exploring several di erent options [15℄. The question is
how should advertisers provide information to Google so their ad gets displayed in the most e e tive
manner and moreover, equilibrium pri es of advertising on di erent keywords an also be eÆ iently
omputed by Google?
Let us list some riteria that a good utility should satisfy for this purpose:
1. The utility fun tion should be expressive enough that the advertiser gets lose to her \optimal
allo ation", i.e., one that is best for her long-term pro t.
2. Equilibrium pri es and allo ations should be eÆ iently omputable.
3. It should be easy for the advertiser to spe ify her utility fun tion.
Observe that \optimal allo ation" is not easy to de ne and it is not at all lear how it an be
omputed (perhaps by modeling the entire e onomy and then guring out whi h allo ation is best for
this advertiser?). So, we will not attempt to formalize it and instead appeal to the reader's intuitive
understanding of this notion.
Both linear and on ave utility fun tions fail these riteria. With linear utility fun tions, on a
typi al day, a business will end up spending its entire advertising budget on only one of its desired
keywords. Although on ave utility fun tions are expressive enough to apture very omplex requirements of an advertiser, equilibrium pri es and allo ations for these utility fun tions are not known
to be omputable in polynomial time.
Let us onsider the third riterion above. Our tenet is that it would be very diÆ ult for an
advertiser to provide a fun tion that aptures the \utility" of a given set of keywords. Instead, it
would be mu h easier for the business to partition the possible pri es of keywords into a few ranges
and for ea h range, spe ify how mu h it wants to spend on ea h keyword so as to have a pro table
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business. We illustrate our stan e via an example in Se tion 3. We show how spending onstraint
step utility fun tions an provide businesses with a ri h set of possibilities from whi h they an hoose
their desired allo ations in Google's Adwords market.

1.4 Overview of algorithmi ideas
Spending onstraint step utility fun tions generalize linear utility fun tions and our algorithm is
obtained by generalizing the algorithm of [9℄. Similar to [9℄, our algorithm is also based on the
primal-dual paradigm, with allo ations of goods playing the role of primal variables and pri es
playing the role of dual variables. Our algorithm also starts with very low pri es for the goods, so
buyers have surplus money, and gradually raises pri es until the surplus vanishes and the equilibrium
is rea hed. This approa h is made possible by the property of weak gross substitutability { on raising
the pri e of one good, the demand for another good annot go down, hen e the need to de rease the
pri e of the se ond good does not arise.
As stated in [9℄, there does not seem to be any natural linear programming formulation for
omputing equilibrium allo ations for Fisher's linear ase. However, there is a nonlinear onvex
program, given by Eisenberg and Gale [11℄, that does so. The algorithm of [9℄ uses the primaldual paradigm not in its usual setting of LP-duality theory, but in the enhan ed setting of onvex
programming and KKT onditions. The new diÆ ulties raised by this setting and the manner in
whi h they are ir umvented are pointed out in [9℄.
Two main diÆ ulties are the following. First, KKT onditions for nonlinear onvex programs
involve both primal and dual variables simultaneously in an equality onstraint (obtained by assuming
that one of the variables takes a non-zero value). On the other hand, equality onstraints implied by
omplementary sla kness onditions for linear programs involve either primal or dual variables but
not both. As a result, even though the dual growth pro ess in [9℄ is greedy (pri es of goods are nonde reasing), the primal obje ts (edges in the network N de ned in Se tion 5.1) appear and disappear
as the algorithm pro eeds, thereby requiring a diÆ ult a ounting pro ess for bounding the running
time. Se ondly, whereas other primal-dual algorithms satisfy omplementary sla kness onditions
via a dis rete pro ess (one ondition per iteration) the algorithm of [9℄ satis es KKT onditions via
a ontinuous pro ess. This leads to a polynomial time, rather than a strongly polynomial, algorithm.
For our problem, we do not even know of a onvex program that aptures, as its optimal solution,
equilibrium allo ations { see Se tion 12 for a dis ussion of this issue. The ombinatorial nature of the
algorithm of [9℄ omes to our res ue. Indeed, su h adaptability to variants and generalizations of the
original problem { even when they do not admit linear or onvex programming formulations { has
been a major strength of ombinatorial algorithms. Our algorithm is obtained by simply applying
the essen e of the primal-dual paradigm to the problem at hand.
The rst diÆ ulty mentioned above is ompounded further by the fa t that at any pri es, the
optimal bundle of buyer i will involve for ed allo ations, i.e., at these pri es, buyer i ne essarily wants
to spend a ertain amount of her money on ertain goods. However, as pri es hange, some of the
for ed allo ations may be ome undesirable for buyer i and they need to be deallo ated. The main
new idea needed beyond [9℄ is in designing the algorithm in su h a way that despite this ba ktra king
it does not end up taking exponential time.
The potential fun tion that measures progress of our algorithm is similar to that in [9℄. Let m be
the money spent by buyer i at some point in the run of the algorithm (w.r.t. a spe ial allo ation, as
de ned by a balan ed ow; see Se tion 6). Thus, buyer i's surplus money is = e m . Consider
i

i
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the following potential fun tion:
=

2 + 2 + : : : + 20:
n
1
2

Our algorithm de reases this potential fun tion by an inverse polynomial fra tion in ea h phase, whi h
an be implemented in strongly polynomial time. When  drops all the way to zero, equilibrium is
rea hed. However, sin e  is a fun tion of the initial money of the buyers, we only get a polynomial
time algorithm. As in [9℄, the use of l2 norm in our algorithm makes its proof diÆ ult. Very re ently,
[17℄ has shown that l1 norm-based potential fun tions do not suÆ e for establishing polynomial
running time of the algorithm of [9℄, and hen e justi es the use of the l2 norm in our algorithm.
Some of the notions introdu ed in [9℄ need to be generalized appropriately to our setting and as
a result, their ombinatori s be omes more involved. For some of the proofs though, the main idea
is not very di erent from that in [9℄. However, at the referees' suggestion, we have made this paper
ompletely self- ontained, rather than referring the reader to [9℄ for proof ideas.
2

Fisher's Model and Spending Constraint Utilities

Fisher's market model is the following. Let G be a set of divisible goods and B be a set of buyers,
jGj = n; jB j = n0. Assume that the goods are numbered from 1 to n and the buyers are numbered
from 1 to n0 . Ea h buyer i 2 B omes to the market with a spe i ed amount of money, say e(i) 2 Q+
dollars, and there is quantity, q 2 Q+ of ea h good j 2 G; throughout this paper we will assume
w.l.o.g. that q = 1 for ea h j 2 G, i.e., there is a unit amount of ea h good in the market. For
ea h buyer i and good j there is a fun tion h : R+ ! R+ whi h gives the utility that i derives as
a fun tion of the amount of good j that she re eives. Her overall utility is additively separable over
the goods. The problem is to nd equilibrium pri es, i.e., pri es of goods su h that if ea h buyer
gets her optimal bundle, relative to these pri es, for the money she has, the market lears exa tly {
there is no de ien y or surplus of any good.
This model has been studied under several di erent utility fun tions for buyers. Under the linear
utility ase, h (x ) = u x where u  0 is a onstant. Fisher had originally de ned his model for
the ase that h is a stri tly on ave, di erentiable fun tion.
An easy way of des ribing spending onstraint step utility fun tions is by ontrast with pie ewiselinear and on ave fun tions. Suppose h is a pie ewise-linear and on ave fun tion. Let r be the
derivative of h ; this will be a de reasing step fun tion. Observe that fun tion r spe i es the rate
at whi h i derives happiness on obtaining a unit amount of good j as a fun tion of the amount of
good j she has.
Under the spending onstraint step fun tion ase, a de reasing step fun tion f spe i es the rate
at whi h i derives happiness on obtaining a unit amount of good j as a fun tion of the amount of
money she has spent on good j . Next we note that on e we know the pri e of a unit of good j , say
p , we an obtain a fun tion, g , that gives the utility derived by i as a fun tion of the amount of
money she spends on good j as follows:
j

j

i
j

i
j

ij

ij

ij

ij

i
j

i
j

i
j

i
j

i
j

i
j

i
j

j

g (x) =
i
j

Z

x

0

f (y )
dy:
p
i
j

j

The ontrast between the way utility is spe i ed by h and r on the one hand and f and g on the
other is worth understanding and the example given in Se tion 3 should help with this.
i
j
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Next, let us formally de ne arbitrary spending onstraint utility fun tions in Fisher's model. For
i 2 B and j 2 G, let f : [0; e(i)℄ ! R+ be the rate fun tion of buyer i for good j ; it spe i es the
rate at whi h i derives utility per unit of j re eived as a fun tion of the amount of her budget spent
on j . If the pri e of j is xed at p per unit amount of j , then the fun tion f =p gives the rate at
whi h i derives utility per dollar spent, as a fun tion of the amount of her budget spent on j . De ne
g : [0; e(i)℄ ! R+ as follows:
i
j

i
j

j

j

i
j

g (x) =

Z

x

i

j

0

f (y )
dy:
p
i
j

j

This fun tion gives the utility derived by i on spending x dollars on good j at pri e p . This model
satis es the important property of weak gross substitutability, as will be shown formally in [10℄. The
reason is straightforward { raising the pri e of one good will only lead to an in reased spending on
any other good and hen e an in reased demand for the latter.
Ea h buyer also has utility for the part of her money that she does not spend. For i 2 B , let
f0 : [0; e(i)℄ ! R+ spe ify the rate at whi h i derives utility per dollar as a fun tion of the amount
she does not spend. If i returns with x dollars, the utility derived from this unspent money is given
by
j

i

g0 (x) =

Z

x

i

0

f0 (y)dy:
i

By spe ifying suitable properties for f , the fun tion g an be for ed to have desirable properties.
Thus, if f is ontinuous and monotoni ally de reasing, g will be stri tly on ave and di erentiable.
It is easy to see that for su h fun tions, at any pri es of the goods, there is a unique allo ation that
maximizes i's utility.
In this paper, we will deal with the ase that the f 's are de reasing step fun tions. If so, g will
be a pie ewise-linear and on ave fun tion. The linear version of Fisher's problem [3℄ is the spe ial
ase in whi h ea h f is the onstant fun tion so that g is a linear fun tion (in Fisher's original
problem g 's were on ave fun tions), and ea h f0 is the zero fun tion, so ea h buyer wishes to spend
all her money. Given pri es p = (p1 ; : : : ; p ) for all the goods, onsider baskets of goods that make i
happiest (there ould be many su h baskets). We will say that p are market learing pri es if after
ea h i is given an optimal bundle, there is no de ien y or surplus of any good, i.e., the market
lears. Observe that i's optimal bundle may ontain unspent money.
We will all ea h step of f a segment. The set of segments de ned in fun tion f will be denoted
seg(f ). Suppose one of these segments, s, has range [a; b℄  [0; e(i)℄, and f (x) = , for x 2 [a; b℄.
Then, we will de ne value(s) = b a, rate(s) = , and good(s) = j ; we will assume that good
0 represents money. We will assume that for ea h segment s spe i ed in the problem instan e,
rate(s) and value(s) are integral (this is w.l.o.g. sin e this an be ensured by appropriately s aling
all numbers spe i ed in the input). Let segments(i) denote the set of all segments of buyer i, i.e.,
i
j

i
j

i
j

i
j

i
j

i
j

i
j

i
j

i
j

i

n

i
j

i
j

i
j

i
j

segments(i) =

[0
n

j

=0

seg(f ):
i
j
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Let us assume that the given problem instan e satis es the following (mild) onditions:

 For ea h good, there is a potential buyer, i.e.,
8j 2 G 9i 2 B 9s 2 seg(f ) : rate(s) > 0:
 Ea h buyer has a desire to use all her money (to buy goods or to keep some unspent), i.e.,
X
8i 2 B :
value(s)  e(i):
i

j

s

2segments( ) rate( )
i ;

s >

0

Theorem 1 Under the onditions stated above, there exist unique market learing pri es.
The proof of uniqueness is given in Se tion 4 and existen e follows from the algorithm, whi h is
the subje t of the rest of the paper.
The following assumptions an be made w.l.o.g. (by suitable s aling):

 There is a unit amount of ea h good, i.e., 8j 2 G; q = 1.
 Ea h e(i) and the value of ea h segment is integral.
j

Given nonzero pri es p = (p1 ; : : : ; p ), we hara terize optimal baskets for ea h buyer relative
to p. De ne the bang per bu k relative to pri es p for segment s 2 seg(f ); j 6= 0, to be rate(s)=p .
The bang per bu k of segment s 2 seg(f0 ) is simply rate(s). Sort all segments s 2 segments(i) by
de reasing bang per bu k, and partition by equality into lasses: Q1 ; Q2 ; : : :. For a lass Q , de ne
value(Q ) to be the sum of the values of segments in it. At pri es p, goods orresponding to segments
in Q make i equally happy, and those in Q make i stri tly happier than those in Q +1 .
Find k su h that
n

i
j

j

i

l

l

l

l

l

i

X

1lki 1

value(Q ) < e(i) 
l

X

1lki

value(Q ):
l

By the onditions of Theorem 1, segments in Q have nonzero rate. At pri es p, i's optimal allo ation
must ontain
goods orresponding to all segments in Q1 ; : : : ; Q 1 , and a bundle of goods worth
P
e(i) ( 1  1 value(Q )) orresponding to segments in Q . We will say that for buyer i, at
pri es p, Q1 ; : : : ; Q 1 are her for ed partitions, Q is her exible partition, and Q +1 ; : : : are her
undesirable partitions.
ki

ki

l

l

ki

ki

ki
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The Expressivity of Spending Constraint Step Utility Fun tions

Typi ally buyers, whether they are individuals or businesses, have very ompli ated preferen es.
This is parti ularly true of businesses { their long term pro t depends on numerous fa tors. Sin e
apturing their exa t utility fun tion may not be feasible, one may have to settle for a good approximation. Two important riteria to be onsidered in hoosing a utility fun tion for a parti ular
appli ation are expressivity and omputational omplexity.
Let us onsider the task outlined in Se tion 1.3, that of hoosing a utility fun tion for advertisers
in Google's Adwords market. As argued in Se tion 1.3, neither linear nor on ave utility fun tions
are suitable for this task. Via an elaborate example, we show below how ri h the expressivity of
spending onstraint step utility fun tions is for this market.
8

Consider a business, B , that sells men's and women's logs and assume for simpli ity that it
is only interested in the two keywords \men's log" and \women's log". Suppose its advertising
budget on Google is $100 per day. Using past information, B an ompute its expe ted pro t per
li k for ea h of these keywords; assume the expe ted pro ts are $2 per li k for \men's log" and
$4 per li k for \women's log". Say that a keyword is pro table if its pri e per li k is at most its
expe ted pro t per li k. Thus the keyword \men's log" (\women's log") is pro table if its pri e
per li k is at most $2 ($4). If a keyword is pro table, then de ne its rate of pro t to be the pro t
a rued per dollar spent on advertising. Thus if the pri e per li k of \men's log" ("women's log")
is p (q), then its rate of pro t is 2=p (4=q).
Now assume that, depending on the a tual pri es per li k of these two keywords, B 's optimal
allo ation is the following:

 If both keywords are pro table
{ and if the rate of pro t of better keyword is at least twi e that of the other,
then B wants to spend its entire budget on the better keyword.
{ Otherwise, it wants to spend $60 on the better keyword and $40 on the other keyword.

 If neither keyword is pro table then B wants to spend $20 on the more pro table keyword
and nothing on the other keyword, just to have a presen e in the market.

 If only one keyword is pro table
{ and if the rate of pro t on this keyword is at least 2 then B wants to spend its
entire budget, i.e., $100, on this keyword.
{ Otherwise, it wants to spend $60 on this keyword and nothing on the unpro table
keyword.
It is easy to see that B an a quire this allo ation using spending onstraint step utilities de ned
via the following segments for the two keywords and for money.

 \men's log": A segment of rate 2 and value $60 and a segment of rate 1 and value $40.
 \women's log": A segment of rate 4 and value $60 and a segment of rate 2 and value $40.
 money: A segment of rate 1 and value $80 and a segment of rate 0 and value $20.
4

Uniqueness of Equilibrium Pri es

In this se tion we prove the uniqueness of equilibrium pri es, as laimed in Theorem 1. Suppose
there are two equilibrium pri es p and p0 with p 6= p0 , i.e., 9j s:t: p 6= p0 . W.l.o.g. assume there is
a good j su h that p0 < p . Let
j

j

j

j

p0
 = min :
2 p
j

j

G

j

By assumption,  < 1. Let S = fj 2 G j p0 = p g; this is the set of goods whose relative desirability
in reases the most if we swit h from pri es p to p0 .
j

j
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Lemma 2 Consider an arbitrary buyer i. Let D and D0 be (any) optimal bundles for i relative to
pri es p and p0 . Let r and r0 denote the amount of money spent by i on goods in S in these two
bundles, respe tively. Then, r0  r.
Proof : Let Q1 and Q2 denote the set of segments, at pri es p, in i's for ed and exible allo ations,
respe tively. Similarly, let Q01 and Q02 denote the set of segments, at pri es p0 , in i's for ed and exible
allo ations, respe tively.
Sin e goods in S be ome more desirable under pri es p0 as ompared to pri es p, any segment
s 2 Q1 , whose good is in S , must also be in Q01 . Now there are three ases w.r.t. segments in Q2 and
Q02 . In ea h ase, the reason given below shows that r0  r. We will use the following fa t in the last
two ases: if segment s orresponds to a good in S and segment s0 to a good in S and if i prefers s
to s0 at pri es p then she must prefer s to s0 at pri es p0 as well.
1. No segment of Q2 is in S . In this ase, the result is obvious.
2. All segments of Q2 are in S . Now, by the fa t given above, either Q2  Q01 or Q2 = (Q02 Q1 )
and Q01  Q1 ; the latter ase takes into onsideration the fa t that some segments may migrate
from Q1 to Q02 . In either ase, we are done.
3. In the remaining ase, partition Q2 into two sets, P1 and P2 , depending on whether the orresponding good is or is not in S , respe tively. Again, by the fa t given above, either P1  Q01
or P1 = (Q02 Q1 ).
The lemma follows.
2
By Lemma 2, the buyers spend at least as mu h on goods in S at pri es p0 as they do at pri es p.
Sin e both these pri es are equilibrium pri es, the goods are fully sold at these pri es, and hen e the
total money spent on the one available unit of ea h good must equal its pri e. Now, by the de nition
of , goods in S have stri tly less total value at pri es p0 than at pri es p, leading to a ontradi tion.
5

Basi

Terminology and Invariants for the Algorithm

Our algorithm starts with very low pri es on goods and iteratively raises them until equilibrium
pri es are rea hed. Three important onsiderations during the run of the algorithm are:
1. On termination, the algorithm must end with the orre t for ed allo ations for all buyers w.r.t.
to the equilibrium pri es. The algorithm a omplishes this by making for ed allo ations and
deallo ations in a dis iplined manner, as di tated by Invariant 1.
2. The algorithm must ensure that at intermediate points, the unique equilibrium pri e of any
good is not ex eeded. Invariant 2 helps ensure this.
3. Finally, the algorithm must ensure that rapid progress is made towards nding the equilibrium.
The notion of balan ed ows (Se tion 6) helps with this.
Let p denote the ve tor of urrent pri es of all goods. At any intermediate point in the algorithm, ertain segments are already allo ated. By allo ating segment s, s 2 seg(f ); j 6= 0, we mean
allo ating value(s) worth of good j to buyer i. The exa t quantity of good j allo ated will only be
i
j
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determined at termination, when pri es are nalized. Assume that segment s 2 seg(f ); j 6= 0 has
already been allo ated to buyer i. By deallo ating segment s we mean subtra ting value(s) worth of
good j from the total value of good j allo ated to buyer i. In addition, at an intermediate point in
the algorithm, w.r.t. urrent pri es of goods, the buyer may be ambivalent between buying goods
and saving some part of her unspent money. At this point, pri es of goods annot be raised further
before an appropriate amount of money is set aside, to be nally returned to the buyer together
with her optimal bundle of goods bought with the remaining money. Let returned(s); s 2 seg(f0 ),
denote the amount of money, orresponding to segment s, that will eventually be returned to i, where
returned(s)  value(s). If returned(s) > 0, then all segments s0 2 seg(f0 ) having a higher rate must
be fully returned, i.e., there is at most one partially returned segment for ea h buyer.
Let allo ated(j ) denote the total amount of money spent on good j; j 6= 0, i.e., the total value
of j already allo ated and let spent(i) denote the sum of the amount spent by buyer i on allo ated
segments and the amount of money already returned to her. Thus, when segment s is allo ated,
value(s) is added to allo ated(j ) and to spent(i), and when returned(s) money is returned to i,
orresponding to segment s 2 seg(f0 ), returned(s) is added to spent(i). Also, de ne the money left
over with buyer i, m(i) = e(i) spent(i).
Hen eforth we will assume w.l.o.g. that for ea h buyer i, all segments under onsideration have
positive rate, i.e., segments of zero rate have been dis arded. At any point in the run of the algorithm,
the set of allo ated segments for ea h buyer i must satisfy:
Invariant 1: At urrent pri es p, for ea h buyer i, her segments are partitioned into 3 sets,
Q ; Q ; Q+ ; it is not essential for the sets to be non-empty. These 3 sets are alled allo ated,
urrent, and remaining partitions, respe tively. Relative to pri es p, all segments in Q have equal
bang per bu k, and they are stri tly better than any segment in Q . The bang per bu k of any
segment in Q+ is at least as large as that of a segment in Q . The urrent set of fully allo ated
segments is pre isely partition Q+ .
At termination of our algorithm, for ea h buyer i, if all segments in Q+ whi h have the same
bang per bu k as those in Q are moved into Q , then we will get the partition Q ; in ase Q = ;
at termination, then the segments in Q+ having lowest bang per bu k onstitute Q .
De ne the urrent bang per bu k of buyer i, , to be the bang per bu k of partition Q . Denote
by a, s and m the urrent allo ations, amounts spent and left over money, i.e., (allo ated(j ); j 2 G),
(spent(i); i 2 B ) and (m(i); i 2 B ), respe
P tively. We will arry over all these de nitions to sets,
e.g. for a set S  G, m(S ) will denote
2 m(j ). For a set S  G, p(S ) will denote the sum of
P
pri es of goods in S , i.e., p(S ) = 2 p . Sin e we have assumed there is a unit amount of ea h
good present, this is also the total value of all goods in the set S .
i
j

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

ti

i

i

j

j

S

i

i

i

i

S
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5.1 The network N , tight sets, and a hara terization of equilibrium pri es
We next de ne network N (p; a; s), whi h is a fun tion of the urrent pri es, allo ations and amounts
spent; see Figure 1. This network is de ned over vertex set G [ B together with a sour e vertex, s,
and a sink vertex, t. Corresponding to ea h buyer i and ea h segment s 2 Q , the network ontains
the dire ted edge (j; i), where good(s) = j . The apa ity of this edge, , equals value(s). It also
ontains dire ted edges (s; j ), for ea h j 2 G with apa ity p allo ated(j ), and dire ted edges
(i; t), for ea h i 2 B with apa ity m(i).
We have assumed that for ea h segment s, value(s) is integral and therefore the apa ities of
edges in network N are integral. As a result the value of good allo ated in ea h for ed allo ation is
integral and hen e a is an integral ve tor.
i

ji

j
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B

G

00
11
00
11
1111111
0000000
11111111111
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0000000
00
11
001111111
11
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111
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1111111
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1111111
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1111111
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1
1
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0
1
0
1
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0
1
0
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1111111
00000000
11111111
00000000000
11111111111
t111111111
0
1
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1
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0000000
1111111
000000000
111111111
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00000000000
000000000
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1111111
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1111111
00000000
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111111111
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11111111111
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1111111
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1111111
000000000
111111111
00000000
00000000000
11111111111
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1111111
0000000
1111111
00000000
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111111111
00000000000
11111111111
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11
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1111111
000000000
111111111
00000000
11111111
11111111111
00000000000
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11
000000000
111111111
00000000
11111111
00000000000
11111111111
000000000
111111111
00000000
11111111
00000000000
11111111111
000000000
111111111
00000000
11111111
11111111111
00000000000
000000000
111111111
00000000
11111111
11111111111
00000000000
000000000
111111111
00000000
11111111
11111111111
00000000000
000000000
111111111
00000000
11111111
00000000000
11111111111
000000000
111111111
00000000
11111111
00000000000
11111111111
000000000
111111111
00000000
11111111
00000000000
11111111111
00
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00
11
000000000
111111111
00000000
11111111
00000000000
11111111111
00
11
00
11
000000000
111111111
11111111111
00000000000
00
11
00
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Figure 1: The network N (p; a; s).
Throughout the algorithm, we will maintain the following:
Invariant 2: (s; G [ B [ t) is a min- ut1 in network N (p; a; s).
Observe that as a onsequen e of Invariant 2, at urrent pri es, it is possible to sell all goods to
buyers who desire them in their optimal bundles. However, in general not all buyers an be given
optimal bundles; some of them may have surplus money left over.
For S  G, de ne its neighborhood in network N (p; a; s) to be
(S ) = fi 2 B j 9j 2 S with (j; i) 2 N (p; a; s)g:
For G0  G and B 0  B , de ne (G0 ; B 0 ) to be the sum of the apa ities of all the edges from G0 to
B 0 in N (p; a; s). For S  G, de ne
best(S ) = min fm(T ) + (S ; (S ) T )g;
( )
T

S

and de ne bestT(S ) to be a maximal subset of (S ) that optimizes the above expression. Observe
that best(S ) is the apa ity of the min- ut separating t from S in N (p; a; s). Also observe that if
T1 and T2 both optimize the above expression, then i 2 T1 T2 must satisfy m(i) = (S ; i) (be ause
otherwise T1 fig or T2 [ fig would be an even better set). Therefore, T1 [ T2 also optimizes the
above expression. Hen e bestT(S ) is unique. We an now give a hara terization of Invariant 2 in
terms of uts in the network.

Lemma 3 Network N (p; a; s) satis es Invariant 2 i

8S  G : p(S )
1

a(S )  best(S ):

This se tion assumes familiarity with the theory of uts and ows, e.g., see [1, 7℄.
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Proof : If network N (p; a; s) satis es Invariant 2, it supports a max- ow of value p(G) a(G)
that saturates all edges out of s. Sin e the ow going through set S  G is p(S ) a(S ) and best(S )
is the apa ity of the min- ut separating t from S in N (p; a; s), the inequality given above holds.
For the reverse dire tion, let (s [ G1 [ B1 ; G2 [ B2 [ t) be a min- ut in N (p; a; s), with G1 ; G2  G
and B1 ; B2  B ; it has size m(B1 ) + (G1 ; (G1 ) B1 ) + p(G2 ) a(G2 ). Let B10 = B1 \ (G1 ).
Then,
best(G1 )  m(B10 ) + (G1 ; (G1 ) B1 )  m(B1 ) + (G1 ; (G1 ) B1 ):
Now, sin e p(G1 ) a(G1 )  best(G1 ), we get that
p(G)

a(G) = [p(G1 )

a(G1 )℄ + [p(G2 )

a(G2 )℄

 m(B1 ) + (G1 ; (G1 ) B1) + p(G2 ) a(G2 );
thereby proving that (s; G [ B [ t) must also be a min- ut in N (p; a; s). Hen e Invariant 2 holds. 2

Given a feasible ow f in N , R(f ) will denote the residual graph w.r.t. f : For any two verti es
u; v 2 N , let the apa ities of edges (u; v) and (v; u) in N be  0 and 0  0, respe tively. Assume
that f sends net ow f  0 from u to v. Then, in R(f ), edges (u; v) and (v; u) will have apa ities
f and 0 + f , respe tively. By a residual edge or path we mean an edge or path having positive
apa ity in R(f ).
A nonempty set S  G that satis es the inequality in Lemma 3 with equality will be alled a
tight set. In addition, if there are buyers having zero left over money then we will say that the empty
set is tight. We will de ne best(;) = 0 and bestT(;) to be the set of all buyers with zero left over
money. By the following lemma, if Invariant 2 holds, there is a unique maximal tight set.
e

e

e

Lemma 4 Assume that Invariant 2 holds. If S1  G and S2  G are two tight sets, then S1 [ S2 is
also a tight set.
Proof : Corresponding to a set S  G modify network N (p; a; s) as follows: for ea h edge
(s; j ); j 2= S , make the apa ity of this edge zero, leaving the rest of the edges un hanged. Call this
the S-network. Sin e Invariant 2 holds, (s; G [ B [ t) is a min- ut in this network. Re all that if S is
a tight set, p(S ) a(S ) = min  ( ) fm(T ) + (S ; (S ) T )g. Observe that if w.r.t. a max- ow in
an S -network there is a residual path from S to t then there must also be a length 2 residual path.
Using this fa t, it is easy to see that S is a tight set i under every max- ow in this network, there
is no residual path from j 2 S to t.
Consider a max- ow in the S1 [ S2 -network. If there is a residual path from j 2 S1 [ S2 to t in
this network, then either the S1 -network or the S2 -network would violate the residual path assertion
stated above, ontradi ting tightness of the orresponding set. Hen e, S1 [ S2 is also a tight set. 2
T

S

Corollary 5 If Invariant 2 holds, the maximal tight set is unique.
Finally, we use the network N to give us a very useful way of hara terizing equilibrium pri es
as well as a polynomial time algorithm for he king if given pri es p are equilibrium pri es. This
lemma provides the terminating ondition for our algorithm.
To test if pri es p are equilibrium pri es, rst ompute the for ed, exible and undesirable
partitions of ea h buyer, as de ned in Se tion 2. If the value of any good j allo ated under for ed
13

allo ations ex eeds its pri e p , then abort. Otherwise, onstru t the network N (p; a; s) with the
exible partitions providing the edges of N . The following lemma gives the desired hara terization;
its proof is obvious.
j

Lemma 6 Pri es p are equilibrium pri es i the both uts (s; G [ B [ t) and (s [ G [ B; t) are min- ut
in network N (p; a; s).
6

Balan ed Flows

In this se tion, we will extend the notion of balan ed ows from [9℄ to our setting, whi h is more
involved be ause in our network N , edges between G and B have nite apa ities. In retrospe t, our
generalization turns out to be a natural one.
As stated in Se tion 1.4, the potential fun tion we will use for measuring the progress of our
algorithm is the l22 -norm of the ve tor of surplus moneys of the buyers. This potential fun tion
follows naturally from the notion of a balan ed ow. It enables us to re ord progress not only
when the total surplus de reases but also when the surplus readjusts itself into a more favorable
on guration that leads to a de rease in the total surplus in subsequent iterations.
Denote the urrent network, N (p; a; s) by N , for short. We will assume that network N
satis es Invariant 2, i.e., (fsg; G [ B [ ftg) is a min- ut in N . De ne the surplus of buyer i,
(N; f ), to be the residual apa ity of the edge (i; t) with respe t to ow f in network N , i.e.,
m minus the ow sent through the edge (i; t). The surplus ve tor is de ned to be (N; f ) :=
( 1 (N; f ); 2 (N; f ); : : : ; 0 (N; f )), where n0 = jB j. Let kvk denote the l2 norm of ve tor v. A balan ed ow in network N (p; a; s) is a ow that minimizes k (N; f )k. Clearly, a balan ed ow must
be a max- ow in N sin e augmenting a given ow an only lead to a smaller surplus ve tor.
i

i

n

Lemma 7 All balan ed ows in N have the same surplus ve tor.
Proof : It is easy to see that if 1 and 2 are the surplus ve tors w.r.t ows f1 and f2 , then
( 1 + 2 )=2 is the surplus ve tor w.r.t the ow (f1 + f2 )=2. Assume that 1 and 2 are distin t and
both orrespond to balan ed ows, i.e., 1 6= 2 and k 1 k = k 2 k. Sin e k:k is stri tly on ave,
k 1 + 2 k=2 is even smaller, leading to a ontradi tion.
2
We will denote the unique surplus ve tor of a balan ed ow in network N by (N ). Clearly, the
omponents of su h a ve tor are \as equal as possible" among all surplus ve tors orresponding to
max- ows in N . The following property of balan ed ows plays a riti al role in the algorithm.
Property 1: If there is a path from node j to node i in R(f ) fs; tg, then (N; f )  (N; f ).
j

i

Theorem 8 A maximum ow in N is balan ed i it satis es Property 1.
Proof : Let f be a balan ed ow and let (N; f ) > (N; f ) for some i; j 2 B . Suppose, for the
sake of ontradi tion, that there is a path from j to i in R(f ) fs; tg.
Sin e there is a path in R(f ) fs; tg starting from vertex j , the apa ity of (t; j ) must be positive
in R(f ). Also, sin e (N; f ) > 0, the edge (i; t) has a positive apa ity in R(f ). Now, the edges
(t; j ) and (i; t) on atenated with the path from j to i gives us a y le with positive residual apa ity
in R(f ). Sending a ir ulation of positive value along this y le will result in another max- ow in
i

j

i
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whi h the residual apa ity of (j; t) is slightly larger and that of i is slightly smaller, i.e., the ow is
more balan ed. This ontradi ts the fa t that f is a balan ed ow.
To prove the other dire tion, we rst show that a given max- ow f an be transformed to
another max- ow f 0 by a sequen e of operations ea h of whi h hanges only a pair of omponents of
the surplus ve tor. Now f 0 f onsists of ir ulations. De ompose this arbitrarily into y les. Ea h
of these y les hanges only a pair of omponents of the surplus ve tor.
Next, we observe that the l2 -norm of the surplus ve tor of a max- ow f satisfying Property 1 is
lo ally optimum w.r.t. hanges in pairs of omponents in the surplus ve tor. This is so be ause by
Property 1, any y le in R(f ) an only send ow from a high surplus buyer to a low surplus buyer
in a way that results in a less balan ed ow. Now, sin e l2 -norm is a stri tly on ave fun tion, any
lo ally optimal solution is also globally optimal. Hen e, a max- ow f satisfying Property 1 must be
a balan ed ow.
2

6.1 Finding a balan ed ow
We will show that the following algorithm, whi h uses a divide and onquer strategy, nds a balan ed
ow in the given network N on vertex set fsg [ G [ B [ ftg in polynomial time. As stated above,
we will assume that this network satis es Invariant 2, i.e., (fsg; G [ B [ ftg) is a min- ut in N . In
addition, we may assume that (fsg [ G [ B; ftg) is not a min- ut, sin e the algorithm would have
terminated otherwise.
Our algorithm does not simply partition N into two networks and nds balan ed ows in ea h.
It also needs to onsider a ertain ow that uses the \G-side" of one network and the \B -side" of
the other and this makes the algorithm and proof more involved.
First, simultaneously and ontinuously redu e the apa ities of all edges that go from B to t by
equal additive amounts. As soon as the apa ity of some edge be omes zero, don't de rease it any
more. Stop when the apa ity of the ut (fsg [ G [ B; ftg) be omes the same as the apa ity of
the ut (fsg; G [ B [ ftg). Let the resulting network be N 0 and let f 0 be a max- ow in N 0 . Find
a maximal s t min- ut in N 0 , say (S; T ), with s 2 S and t 2 T ; i.e., the min- ut that makes S
maximal (standard ut theory shows that it is unique).
Case 1: T = ftg. Output f 0 ; this will be a balan ed ow in N .
Case 2: T 6= ftg. Let N1 and N2 be the subnetworks of N indu ed by S [ ftg and T [ fsg,
respe tively. Let G1 and B1 be the subsets of G and B , respe tively, indu ed by N1 . Similarly, let
G2 and B2 be the subsets of G and B , respe tively, indu ed by N2 . Let F be the set of edges that
go from G1 to B2 { these edges are in the min- ut found. Send ow, say h, from s to t saturating
all edges of F { learly su h a ow is unique. As a result of this ow, some of the apa ity of edges
from s to G1 and B2 to t will be used up. Subtra t the used up apa ities of these edges in N1 and
N2 to obtain networks M1 and M2 , respe tively. Re ursively nd balan ed ows, f1 and f2 , in M1
and M2 , respe tively. Output the ow f = h [ f1 [ f2 ; this will be a balan ed ow in N .

Lemma 9 f is a max- ow in N .
Proof : Case 1: T = ftg. Sin e the apa ity of (fsg; G [ B [ ftg) is the same as the apa ity of
(fsg [ G [ B; ftg) in N 0 , f 0 must saturate the former ut as well and hen e must be a max- ow in
network N as well.
Case 2: T 6= ftg. Be ause of the way M1 and M2 are de ned, the union of the three ows,
f = h [ f1 [ f2 , will be a feasible ow in N . We show below that f is a max- ow as well. The
15

stru ture of the argument is as follows. We start with a max- ow g in N . Using ow h and wellhosen sub ows of g and f 0 in M1 and M2 , respe tively, we onstru t another max- ow, k, in N . We
then argue that f , whi h is similar to k, must also be a max- ow in N .
Let g be any max- ow in N and let g1 be the restri tion of g to N1 . Note that g1 [ h may not
be a valid ow be ause some edges from s to G1 may be over-saturated. If so, de rease ow g1
appropriately to g10 so g10 [ h is a valid ow that saturates all edges from s to G1 . Let f20 be the
restri tion of f 0 to network M2 ; learly, f20 saturates all edges from s to G2 . Also, h [ f20 is a valid
ow in N .
Clearly, g10 and f20 are max- ows in M1 and M2 , respe tively, and k = h [ g10 [ f20 is a max- ow
in N . By indu tion, f1 and f2 are max- ows in M1 and M2 respe tively, with apa ities redu ed by
ow h. Hen e, f = h [ f1 [ f2 is also a max- ow in N .
2

Lemma 10 f is a balan ed ow in network N .
Proof : We rst show, by indu tion on the depth of re ursion, that the max- ow output by
the algorithm is a balan ed ow in N . If the algorithm terminates in the rst ase, i.e., T = ftg,
the surplus ve tor is pre isely the amounts subtra ted from apa ities of edges running from B to
t in going from N to N 0 . Clearly, this surplus ve tor makes omponents as equal as possible, thus
minimizing its l2 norm.
Next assume that the algorithm terminates in the se ond ase. By Lemma 9, f is a max- ow; we
will show that it satis es Property 1 and is therefore a balan ed ow. By the indu tion hypothesis,
f1 and f2 are balan ed ows in M1 and M2 , respe tively, and therefore Property 1 annot be violated
in either of these two networks.
Let R be the residual graph of N w.r.t. ow f ; we need only show that paths in R that go from
one part to the other do not violate Property 1. Sin e f saturates all edges of F , there are no edges
from G1 to B2 in R, and therefore there are no paths from j 2 B1 to i 2 B2 . However, there may be
paths going from j 2 B2 to i 2 B1 in R. Let (f ) denote the surplus of edge (i; t) w.r.t. ow f . We
will show that for any two nodes i 2 B1 and j 2 B2 , (f ) < (f ), thereby establishing Property 1.
First observe that by the maximality (of the S -side) of the min- ut found in N 0 , all nodes in B2
have surplus apa ity greater than 0 w.r.t. ow f 0 in N 0 (all nodes having surplus zero must be in
B1 ). Therefore, the same amount, , say was subtra ted from the apa ity of ea h edge (i; t); i 2 B2 ,
in going from network N to N 0 . We will show that (f ) > for ea h i 2 B2 . A similar argument
shows that (f )  for ea h i 2 B1 , thereby establishing our laim.
Let L be the set of verti es in B2 having minimum surplus w.r.t. f . Let K be the set of verti es
in G2 that are rea hable via an edge from L in R. Let F 0 be the set of edges from K to B2 L in
network N . If an edge of F 0 is not saturated in ow f2 then there will be a residual path from i 2 L
to j 2 B2 L, thereby violating Property 1. Hen e all edges of F 0 are saturated in f2 and also in f .
Let (K ) denote the sum of the apa ities of all edges from s to verti es of K . Observe that
all these edges are saturated in f 0. Of this ow, at most (F 0 ) ow uses edges of F 0 and the rest,
(K ) (F 0 ) ow, must go via verti es of L. Let E denote the set of edges going from L to t. Let
(L) and 0 (L) denote the sum of apa ities of all edges in E in networks N and N 0 , respe tively.
Sin e all nodes in B2 have positive surplus w.r.t. ow f 0,
i

i

j

i

i

L

L

0 (L) > (K )

(F 0 ):
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Sin e

is subtra ted from all edges in E in going from network N to N 0 ,
L

(L) = 0 (L) + jLj :
The total surplus of the edges in E w.r.t. ow f is at least
L

(F 0 )) = 0 (L) + jLj

(L) ( (K )

( (K )

(F 0 )) > jLj :

Now, sin e all L edges in E have the same surplus, ea h has surplus greater than . The lemma
follows.
2
L

Theorem 11 The above-stated algorithm omputes a balan ed ow in network N using at most n
max- ow omputations.
Proof : Clearly, the number of goods drops by at least one in ea h re ursive all. Therefore, the
depth of re ursion is at most n. Next, observe that M1 and M2 are vertex disjoint, other than s and
t, and therefore, the time needed to ompute max- ows in them is bounded by the time needed to
ompute a max- ow in N . Hen e, the total omputational overhead is n max- ow omputations.
Finally, as shown in Lemma 10, the ow output by the algorithm is a balan ed ow in N .
2
Consider the union of ows h at all the levels of re ursion. A well- hosen subset of these saturating
ows will be routed as for ed allo ations in our algorithm.
7

The Main Algorithm

For ease of exposition and omprehension, we will rst present the algorithm assuming that buyers
have no utility for money. We will remove this restri tion in Se tion 11.

Initialization: Exe ute the following steps to nd pri es p so that Invariants 1 and 2 hold with
ea h buyer's urrent partition being her rst partition w.r.t. these pri es.

 Fix all pri es at 1=n. Sin e all goods together ost one dollar and all e(i)'s are integral, the

initial pri es are low enough that ea h buyer an a ord all the goods. Ea h buyer's urrent
partition will be her rst partition. Re all that the value of ea h segment is assumed to be
integral.

 In order to ensure that ea h good j has an interested buyer, i.e., has an in ident edge in network

N , ompute , the urrent bang per bu k, for ea h buyer i at the pri es xed in the previous
step. If good j has no in ident edge, redu e its pri e to
i

p = max max
2 2seg(
j

i

B s


i
j

f

)

rate(s)
i



:

It is easy to see that relative to pri es p, with no for ed allo ations, (s; G [ B [ t) is the only
min- ut in N .
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7.1 High level idea
Our algorithm starts with the (very low) pri es p found in the initialization and raises them iteratively, depleting the surplus money of buyers, until the ondition of Lemma 6 holds, i.e., equilibrium
is rea hed. The measure of progress of our algorithm is the l2 norm of the surplus ve tor w.r.t. a
balan ed ow in N . The algorithm is designed in su h a way that this potential fun tion de reases
by an inverse polynomial fra tion in polynomial time (more pre isely, the time needed to exe ute a
phase, whi h is de ned below).
As detailed below, the algorithm raises pri es only in ertain iterations. If so, it raises the pri es
of a arefully hosen subset J  G of goods until one of the Invariants is threatened, i.e., fails to
hold. It then makes suitable hanges to the network N and set J so pri es an be raised again.
Within an iteration, it raises pri es of goods in J in su h a way that ea h buyer's urrent partition
remains un hanged. We next des ribe how this is done.
Assume that buyer i has goods j and j 0 in her urrent partition, due to segments s 2 seg(f ) and
s0 2 seg(f 0 ). Then,
i
j

i
j

rate(s) rate(s0 )
=
;
p
p0
j

j

i:e:;

p
rate(s)
=
:
p 0 rate(s0 )
j

j

This suggests in reasing the pri es of goods in J in su h a way that the ratio of pri es of any two
goods remains un hanged. The algorithm a omplishes this by multiplying the urrent pri e, p , of
ea h good j 2 J by x, initializing x = 1, and raising x ontinuously.
Re all the following de nitions. Given a feasible ow f in N , R(f ) will denote the residual graph
w.r.t. f : For any two verti es u; v 2 N , let the apa ities of edges (u; v) and (v; u) in N be  0 and
0  0. Assume that f sends net ow f  0 from u to v. Then in R(f ), edges (u; v) and (v; u) will
have apa ities
f and 0 + f , respe tively. By a residual edge or path we mean an edge or path
having positive apa ity in R(f ).
A run of the algorithm is partitioned into phases, and ea h phase onsists of two stages, Stage I
and Stage II. Ea h stage is further partitioned into iterations. The pri es of goods are raised in the
iterations of Stage II but not Stage I. The algorithm keeps exe uting the stages alternately until one
of the following two terminating onditions for a phase is met:
j

e

e

e

1. The left-over money of a buyer be omes zero.
2. The surplus money of a buyer in a balan ed ow be omes zero (be ause the buyer is in bestT(S ),
for a tight set S ).
At the start of a phase, the set I of buyers having maximum surplus w.r.t. a balan ed ow is
identi ed. Set J is initialized to ontain all goods j having a residual edge to a buyer in I ; it is
possible that J = ;. During the iterations of Stage I, buyers may be moved from B I to I and
goods may be moved from G J to J . For ed allo ations are made of goods in G J to buyers in I .
This depletes the money of buyers in I . If as a result, some buyer in I has no left-over money, the
entire phase terminates. The other possibility is that Stage I terminates and the algorithm moves to
Stage II; this happens when ea h buyer i 2 I has a residual edge from some good j 2 J .
During ea h iteration of Stage II, pri es of goods in J are raised using the me hanism des ribed
above. Also, during these iterations, buyers may be moved from B I to I . If a set S  J goes
tight and the set T = bestT(S ) 6= ;, the phase ends, sin e buyers in T will have surplus zero in a
balan ed ow in N . However, if T = ;, the phase annot be terminated. In this ase, the goods of S
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are moved from J to G J , sin e raising their pri es will violate Invariant 2, and for ed allo ations
are made orresponding to all (saturated edges) going from S to I . If as a result, some buyer i 2 I
has m(i) = 0, the phase terminates. If for ea h buyer i 2 I; Q 6= ;, the algorithm pro eeds with
the next iteration within Stage II. Else, it goes to Stage I to update the urrent partitions of buyers
in I .
Thus, throughout the phase, buyers are partitioned into two sets, I and B I , and goods are
goods are partitioned into two sets, J and G J . Observe that whereas goods move from G J to
J and ba k, buyers an only move from B I to I .
At any point when the pri es of goods in J are being raised, for ea h buyer i 2 I , her urrent
partition satis es Q  J , and for ea h i 2 B I , her urrent partition satis es Q  G J . As the
pri es of goods in J are raised and those of goods in G J are held steady, the bang per bu k of
buyers in I de reases and those of buyers in B I remains un hanged. As a result, goods in G J
are gradually be oming better for buyers in I and those in J are be oming worse for buyers in B I .
This auses the orresponding segments to migrate a ross partitions. The main job of the algorithm
is to respond appropriately to these and other hanges that happen dynami ally to the partitions of
ea h buyer, so that pri es ontinue to be raised without violating the Invariants.
We give below an exhaustive list of all these hanges from rst prin iples. In the des ription of
the algorithm, we indi ate the steps it takes in response to ea h of these hanges.
 Change (a); update urrent partition: For ea h buyer i 2 B , if Q = ; and m(i) > 0,
then move the highest bang per bu k segments from Q to Q .
 Change (b); for ed allo ation: For a buyer i 2 I , a segment s 2 Q is fully allo ated and
moved into Q+ . In this ase, good(s) is urrently in G J .
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

 Change ( ); edge removal: At the start of ea h iteration in Stage II, as soon as pri es of
goods in J are raised, for ea h buyer i 2 B I , goods in J be ome inferior to those in G J .
Ea h segment s 2 Q with good(s) 2 J is moved into Q .
 Change (d); edge addition: As pri es of goods in J rise, at some point for a buyer i 2 I , a
segment s 2 Q with good(s) 2 (G J ) moves into Q . In this ase we will say that segment
i

i

i

i

s be omes a tive-add.

 Change (e); deallo ation: As pri es of goods in J rise, at some point for a buyer i 2 B I ,
a segment s 2 Q+ with good(s) 2 J moves into Q . In this ase we will say that segment s
i

i

be omes a tive-deallo ate.

Let us spe ify the hanges to be made to the network in allo ating and deallo ating segments.
The operation of allo ating segment s to buyer i onsists of adding value(s) to allo ated(j ) and
spent(i) and removing dire ted edge (j; i) from network N , where good(s) = j . The operation of
deallo ating segment s from buyer i onsists of subtra ting value(s) from allo ated(j ) and spent(i)
and adding dire ted edge (j; i) to network N , where good(s) = j .

7.2 The algorithm for a phase
We rst spe ify the following two subroutines:

Initialize Phase
For ea h buyer i 2 B su h that Q = ; and m(i) > 0, its urrent partition is updated and edges
i
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added to N , i.e., Change (a) is exe uted. (By the onditions of Theorem 1, there are segments in
Q to enable this.) Next, a balan ed ow, say f , is omputed in the urrent network, N (p; a; s). If
the ut (s [ G [ B; t) is saturated by f , then by Lemma 6 the urrent pri es p are equilibrium pri es.
If so, halt and output the urrent pri es. Otherwise, let Æ be the maximum surplus of buyers w.r.t.
f . Initialize I to be the set of buyers having surplus Æ. Initialize J to be the set of all goods having
a residual edge to I .
i

Update Sets
Find the set, T , of all buyers in B
buyers in I and update:
I

I that have residual paths, in the sub-network N

fs; tg, to

(I [ T ):

Next, nd the set, S , of all goods in G J that have residual edges to buyers in I and update:

J

(J [ S ):
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Algorithm 1 (Algorithm for a Phase)
1. Call subroutine Initialize Phase. (This subroutine initializes sets I and J .)

Stage I
2. (New Iteration) For ea h edge (j; i) su h that j
exe ute Change (b), i.e., allo ate this segment.

2 G J and i 2 I ,

3. If 9i 2 I s:t: m(i) = 0, then end the urrent phase.
4. If 8i 2 I; Qi =
6 ;, then go to Stage II.

5. 8i 2 I s:t: Qi = ;, update its urrent partition, i.e., exe ute Change (a).
6. Compute a balan ed ow in N and all Update Sets.
7. Go to Step 2.

Stage II
8. (New Iteration) Remove all edges from J to B

I , i.e., exe ute Change ( ).

9. Multiply the pri es of goods in J by x, initialize x
in rease x ontinuously until:

1, and

;  S  J , goes tight.
(i). If bestT(S ) 6= ;, then end the urrent phase.
(ii). If bestT(S ) = ;, then:

a). Event 1: A set S;

Move goods S from J to G J .
For ea h edge (j; i) su h that j 2 S and i 2 I , allo ate this segment,
i.e., exe ute Change (b).
If 9i 2 I s:t: m(i) = 0, then end the urrent phase.
If 9i 2 I; Qi = ;, then go to Step 5 in Stage I.
Else, go to Step 8.

b). Event 2: A segment be omes a tive-add or a tive-deallo ate. If so:
Add an appropriate edge to N orresponding to ea h segment that be omes a tive-add,
i.e., exe ute Change (d).
Deallo ate orresponding to ea h segment that be omes a tive-deallo ate,
i.e., exe ute Change (e).
Compute a balan ed ow in N and all Update Sets.
For ea h edge (j; i) su h that j 2 G J and i 2 I , allo ate this segment,
i.e., exe ute Change (b).
Go to Step 8.
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As stated above, the algorithm raises variable x ontinuously. This an be dis retized as follows.
Compute the minimum value of x at whi h ea h of the events takes pla e; the smaller of these is the
event that happens rst. For Event 2, the omputation is straightforward. Let x be the value of x
at whi h Event 1 happens. We give a pro edure for omputing x in Se tion 9.
On e the algorithm halts with equilibrium pri es, equilibrium allo ations are omputed as follows.
Compute a max- ow in N (p; a; s). A ow of f of good j to buyer i orresponds to f=p units of
good j being given to buyer i. Similarly, the amount of good j orresponding to a for ed allo ation
due to segment s is value(s)=p .
Observe that under the spending onstraint step utility fun tions, a segment s 2 seg(f ) represents value(s) worth of good j ; the exa t amount of good j it represents be omes lear only at the
termination of the algorithm, when the equilibrium pri e of good j is determined. In ontrast, under
the usual pie ewise-linear utility fun tions, ea h pie e represents a ertain quantity of a good and
a for ed allo ation would have to allo ate a spe i amount of the good. However, as pri es of the
good hange in the ourse of an iterative algorithm, the value of this allo ation would keep hanging
and the surplus money of the buyer would keep hanging as well. Our failure to nd an algorithm
to deal with these issues led to de ning spending onstraint utilities, whi h nesse these issues very
e e tively.
j

j

i
j

8

Proof of Corre tness and Termination

Let M denote the total amount of money possessed by the buyers at the start of the algorithm and
let U denote the largest rate of a segment. Let  = nU . Let z denote the total number of segments
having nonzero rate in all the utility fun tions spe i ed in the input.
n

Lemma 12 The algorithm maintains the Invariants throughout.
Proof : The algorithm is designed to maintain the two Invariants { whenever one of them is
about to be ome violated, it makes appropriate hanges to N and J after whi h pri es an again be
in reased without violating the Invariants.
In parti ular, allo ating and deallo ating segments do not a e t Invariant 2 be ause these operations a e t all s{t uts in N to the same extent. This is so be ause these operations subtra t or
add the same apa ity, say , on all three edges of an s{t path.
Observe that the edges removed in Step 8 in Stage II do not arry any ow; indeed, if su h an
edge (j; i) arried non-zero ow then there would be a residual path from i to I and subroutine
Update Sets would have moved i into I . Hen e the removal of these edges does not violate Invariant
2.
Finally, a tight set S  J indi ates that in reasing pri es any more will violate Invariant 2 and
again, appropriate hanges are made.
2
The next lemma shows that ea h phase must make progress.
Lemma 13 In ea h phase, for ed allo ations are made or pri es of goods are in reased.
Proof : The proof follows from the following three observations regarding the rst time Stage I
and Stage II are exe uted in the phase:
 The rst iteration of Stage I annot terminate in Step 3, sin e all buyers i 2 I have surplus Æ
at this moment (independent of whether for ed allo ations were made in Step 2).
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 Ea h iteration in Stage I, other than the ultimate one, makes for ed allo ations.
 At the start of the rst iteration in Stage II, there are no a tive-add or a tive-deallo ate
segments. Further, there are no tight sets be ause ea h buyer i 2 I has m(i) 6= 0 and has a
6 ;. Hen e, there are no obsta les to in reasing pri es.
residual edge from a good in J , i.e., Q =
i

Now, if no allo ations are made in Stage I (whi h must have only one iteration), then the algorithm
must exe ute Stage II and in rease pri es of goods. The lemma follows.
2

Lemma 14 If a phase terminates with tight set S  J with bestT(S ) 6= ;, then the pri es of goods
in S are rational numbers with denominators  .
Proof :

By de nition of tight set,

p(S )

a(S ) = m(T )

(S ; (S ) T ):

Consider the subgraph indu ed on the bipartition (S; T ) by the urrent edges, after making them
undire ted. If this is not one onne ted omponent, let (S 0 ; T 0 ) be a onne ted omponent. Then,
the equation given above must hold after repla ing S and T by S 0 and T 0 , be ause otherwise some
onne ted omponent of (S; T ) will fail to satisfy Invariant 2.
Therefore, we may assume w.l.o.g. that (S; T ) is onne ted (otherwise we prove the lemma for
ea h onne ted omponent of this graph). Let j 2 S . Pi k a subgraph in whi h j an rea h all other
verti es j 0 2 S . Clearly, at most 2jS j  2n edges suÆ e. If j rea hes j 0 with a path of length 2l,
then p 0 = ap =b where a and b are produ ts of the l rates of the orresponding segments. Sin e
alternate edges of this path ontribute to a and b, we an partition the rates in this subgraph into
two sets su h that a and b use rates from distin t sets. Now it is easy to show that p(S ) = p =d
where  . On the other hand, p(S ) = m(T ) + a(S ) [S ; (S ) T ℄. Sin e ea h term on the
right hand side is integral, so is p(S ). Therefore,
j

j

j

p = p(S )d= ;
j

hen e proving the lemma.
2
On the other hand, if Stage II terminates with tight set S  J with bestT(S ) = ;, then the
pri es of goods in S are integral. Of ourse, if a phase never exe utes Stage II, pri es of goods remain
un hanged.

Corollary 15 Consider two phases P and P 0 , not ne essarily onse utive, su h that good j lies in
the newly tight sets at the end of P as well as P 0 . Then the in rease in the pri e of j , going from P
to P 0 , is  1=2 .
Proof : Let the pri es of j at the end of P and P 0 be p=q and r=s, respe tively. Clearly, r=s > p=q.
By Lemma 14, q   and r  . Therefore the in rease in pri e of j ,
r
s

p
q

 12 :

2
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Lemma 16 The total number of iterations in a phase is bounded by 3z + 2.
Proof : Ea h iteration, other than the very rst and last, involve allo ations, deallo ations, edge
additions or removals. We will show that ea h segment an parti ipate in at most three of these
operations, hen e establishing the bound.
We start by showing how a segment an parti ipate in three operations. Let s be a segment for
buyer i and good j , and assume that i 2 (B I ) and j 2 J and that edge (j; i) is initially in the
network. First, edge (j; i) is removed or deallo ated (due to Change ( ) or (e)). Se ond, i moves to I .
Third, j moves to G J ; this happens be ause j is in a tight set S and bestT(S ) = ;. Fourth, edge
(j; i) is added (due to Change (a) or (d)). Fifth, j moves ba k to J . Finally, segment s is allo ated
be ause on e again, j is in a tight set S and bestT(S ) = ;.
Next, observe that sin e i annot move ba k to (B I ), s will not be deallo ated in the present
phase. Hen e a fourth operation on this segment is not possible.
2
Theorem 17 The algorithm terminates with an equilibrium.
Proof : By Lemma 12, the algorithm maintains Invariants 1 and 2 throughout, and by Lemma 13,
ea h phase must make progress, i.e., either de reasing the left-over money of buyers due to allo ations
or in reasing the pri es of goods. At rst sight it appears that a deallo ation will undo the rst type
of progress. However, observe that the balan ed ow exe uted right after a deallo ate step has the
option of sending the ow right ba k (however, if rerouting an equivalent amount of ow results in
a further de rease in the l2 -norm of the surplus ve tor, the algorithm will of ourse exe ute that
option). Hen e, the surplus of buyers must eventually vanish, i.e., (s [ G [ B; t) be omes a min- ut
in network N (p; a; s). Finally, by Lemma 6 the pri es at this point must be equilibrium pri es. 2
Sin e the algorithm never de reases the pri e of any good, we get:
Corollary 18 Let p be any pri es satisfying the Invariants and let q be the unique equilibrium pri es.
Then, for ea h good j 2 G, p  q .
j

9

Computing

x

j

via Min-Cuts in Parametri

Networks

We will show how to ompute x , the value of x at whi h Event 1 o urs, i.e., a subset of J goes tight.
Let S   J denote the tight set. Throughout this se tion, p will denote pri es at the beginning of the
urrent phase, i.e., at x = 1. Network W (p; a; s) is the subnetwork of N (p; a; s) on fsg[ J [ I [ftg.
In W (p; a; s), repla e the apa ities of edges (s; j ); j 2 J , by (p  x allo ated(j )) to obtain the
parametri network W 0(p; a; s). By Invariant 2, at x = 1, (s; J [ I [ t) is a min- ut in W 0 (p; a; s).
j

Lemma 19 The smallest value of x at whi h a new min- ut appears in W 0 (p; a; s) is given by
best(S ) + a(S )
;
p(S )
;6= 

x = min
S

J

and the unique maximal set minimizing the above expression is S  .
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Proof : Let x = be the smallest value of x at whi h a new min- ut appears in W 0 (p; a; s). Let
the min- ut maximizing the s side be (s [ J1 [ I1 ; J2 [ I2 [ t). Sin e W 0 (p; a; s) satis es Invariant 2
at x = , for any set S  J ,
p(S ) 

a(S )  best(S ); i; e:;

 best(Sp)(S+) a(S ) :

Sin e Invariant 2 holds and (s [ J1 [ I1 ; J2 [ I2 [ t) is a min- ut in W 0 (p; a; s) at x = , J1 must
be a tight set and therefore,
p(J1 ) 

a(J1 ) = best(J1 ):

2

The lemma follows.

Lemma 20 The following hold:

 If x  x , then (s; J [ I [ t) is a min- ut in W 0(p; a; s).
 If x > x , then for any min- ut (s [ J1 [ I1; J2 [ I2 [ t) in W 0(p; a; s), S   J1.
Proof : By the de nition of x , if x  x , 8S  J : p(S )  x a(S )  best(S ). Therefore, by
Lemma 3, Invariant 2 holds and hen e (s; J [ I [ t) is a min- ut in W 0(p; a; s).
Next, suppose that x > x , and onsider a min- ut (s [ J1 [ I1 ; J2 [ I2 [ t) in W 0 (p; a; s). First
observe that S   J2 ontradi ts the minimality of this ut: sin e p(S  )  x a(S  ) > best(S  ), a
smaller ut results if S  is moved into J1 , and I2 \ bestT(S  ) is moved into I1 .
Let S  \ J1 = S1 , S  \ J2 = S2 , and suppose that S2 6= ;. Observe that if (S1 ) \ (S2 ) = ;,
then best(S1 ) + best(S2 )  best(S  )2 . To a hieve a similar e e t even if (S1 ) \ (S2 ) 6= ; let us
de ne for S  J2 :
best0 (S ) =

T



min
(S )

I1

fm(T ) + (S ; (S ) I1 T )

(S1 ; T )g;

and let us de ne bestT0 (S ) to be a maximal subset of (S ) optimizing the above expression. (In fa t
bestT0 (S ) is unique; this follows by the same argument given for showing that bestT(S ) is unique.)
Now observe that
best(S1 ) + best0 (S2 )  best(S  ):
Hen e,
best(S1 ) + best0 (S2 )  x  p(S  ) a(S  ):
If best0 (S2 ) < x  p(S2 ) a(S2 ), then a smaller ut an be found by moving S2 into J1 , and
moving bestT0 (S2 ) from I2 to I1 . Therefore,
best0 (S2 )  x  p(S2 ) a(S2 ) > x  p(S2 ) a(S2 ):
2
A tually, this inequality holds with equality; we have relaxed it to an inequality in order to lead up to the next
fa t.
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Combining with the previous inequality, we get
best(S1 ) < x  p(S1 ) a(S1 );
whi h ontradi ts the de nition of x . Therefore, S2 = ; and hen e S   J1 .
2
For i 2 I , denote the sum of apa ities of edges in ident at i in W (p; a; s) by (i). De ne
m0 (i) = minfm(i); (i)g, and m0 to be the ve tor onsisting of m0 (i); i 2 I . Observe that repla ing
m by m0 in W (p; a; s) does not hange the min- ut or its apa ity. De ne W 00 (p; a; s) to be the
network obtained by repla ing m by m0 in W 0 (p; a; s). The reason for working with m0 is that in
W 00 (p; a; s) the ut (s [ J [ I1 ; I2 [ t) has the same apa ity as the ut (s [ J [ I; t) for any partitioning
of I into I1 and I2 . This property will play a riti al role in the next lemma.
Lemma 21 Let x = (m0 (I ) + a(J ))=p(J ) and let the minimal min- ut in W 00 (p; a; s) (i.e., the
unique min- ut minimizing the s side) be (s [ J1 [ I1 ; J2 [ I2 [ t). If J1 = I1 = ; then x = x and
S  = J . Otherwise, x > x and J1 is a proper subset of J .

Proof : Clearly, x  x . If the min- ut is (s; J [ I [ t) then by Lemma 20, x = x . For the
hosen value of x, x  p(J ) a(J ) = m0 (I ) and by the property of m0 stated above, best(J ) = m0 (I ).
Therefore best(J ) = x  p(J ) a(J ), and hen e S  = J .
If (s; J [ I [ t) is not a min- ut, then by Lemma 20, x > x . Suppose J1 = J and the min- ut is
(s [ J [ I1 ; I2 [ t). By the property stated above, the apa ity of this ut is m0 (I ). For the hosen
value of x, the apa ity of (s; J [ I [ t) is x  p(J ) a(J ) = m0 (I ) ontradi ting the fa t that it is
not a min- ut. Hen e J1 is a proper subset of J .
2
In the setting of Lemma 21, suppose x > x and (s [ J1 [ I1 ; J2 [ I2 [ t) is the min- ut in
00
W (p; a; s). From the network W (p; a; s) we will onstru t a new network W (p; a; s) whi h will
reveal x and S  . The verti es of the new network are fsg[ I10 [ J1 [ftg, where I10 = I1 [fvg, where
v is a new vertex (whi h, in a sense, is meant to repla e all the buyers in I2 ). Corresponding to ea h
edge (j; i); j 2 J1 ; i 2 I2 of W (p; a; s) this network has the edge (j; v) and the apa ity of this edge
is the same as that of (j; i). In addition, it has the edge (v; t) with apa ity equal to the sum of
money of all buyers that v repla es, i.e., all the buyers in I2 . All the remaining edges of W (p; a; s)
from s to J1 , J1 to I1 , and I1 to t appear in the new network with the original apa ities.
For S  J1 , best(S ) and bestT(S ) will refer to these entities in the network W (p; a; s). For the
purpose of the next lemma, for ea h S  J1 , de ne
best0 (S ) = min fm(T ) + (S ; (S ) T )g
 ( )
w.r.t. network W (p; a; s). Also de ne bestT0 (S ) to be the (unique) maximal subset of (S ) that
optimizes the above expression.
best0 (S ) + a(S )
Lemma 22
x = min
;
p(S )
;6=  1
and the unique maximal set minimizing the above expression is S  .
T

S

S

J

Proof : By Lemma 20, S   J1 , and therefore, best0 (S  ) is well de ned in the network W (p; a; s).
We will show that for S  J1 , best0 (S )  best(S ) and that best0 (S  ) = best(S  ). The present lemma
will then follow from Lemma 19.
26

Sin e edge (v; t) has a very large apa ity, v will not be in bestT0 (S ) for any S  J1 . Furthermore,
every hoi e of T  ( (S ) fvg) that is available in network W (p; a; s) is also available in the network
W (p; a; s) and the expression m(T ) + (S ; (S ) T has the same value in both ases. Now, sin e
there are more hoi es for T in network W (p; a; s) than in network W (p; a; s), we get that for
S  J1 , best0 (S )  best(S ).
Next, we show that best0 (S  ) = best(S  ). Suppose that bestT(S  ) = T  I1 . If T  I1 , the
statement is obvious. So, assume that T 6 I1 . By de nition of best(S ) and bestT(S ), m(T
I1 )  (S  ; ( (S  ) \ (T I1 ))). Next, let us argue that this inequality must hold with equality.
If the inequality were stri t, then moving (T I1 ) into I1 would de rease the apa ity of the ut
(s [ J1 [ I1 ; J2 [ I2 [ t) in network W 00 (p; a; s), thereby ontradi ting the fa t that we started with
a min- ut. But if we have equality, best0 (S  ) = best(S  ).
The lemma follows.
2

Theorem 23 x and S  an be found using at most n max- ow omputations.
Proof : Let x = (m0 (I ) + a(J ))=p(J ) and ompute a min- ut in W 00 (p; a; s). If (s; J [ I [ t) is a
min- ut in N 00 (p; a; s), then by Lemma 21 x = x and S  = J . Otherwise, x > x . Now, by Lemma
2
22, it is suÆ ient to re urse on the network W (p; a; s), whi h has fewer goods.
10

Establishing Polynomial Running Time

In this se tion, we will establish polynomial running time for our algorithm by showing that the
l2 -norm of the surplus ve tor drops by an inverse polynomial fra tion in ea h phase.
In the next lemma we will assume that p denotes pri es at the end of the iteration and N (p) the
network obtained after making all hanges to edges during the iteration. Flow f is meant to be the
ow at the beginning of the iteration and f  the ow at the end of the iteration after making edge
hanges and nding a balan ed ow.
Lemma 24 If f and f  are respe tively a feasible and a balan ed ow in N (p) su h that (p; f  ) =
(p; f ) Æ, for some i 2 B and Æ > 0, then k (p; f ) k2  k (p; f )k2 Æ2 .
i

i

Proof : Suppose we start with f and get a new ow f 0 by de reasing the surplus of i by Æ, and
in reasing the surpluses of some other buyers in the pro ess. We show that this already de reases
the l2 norm of the surplus ve tor by Æ2 and so the lemma follows.
Consider the ow f  f . De ompose this ow into ow paths and ir ulations. Among these,
augment f with only those that go through the edge (i; t), to get f 0. These are either paths that go
from s to i to t, or ir ulations that go from i to t to some i and ba k to i. Then (f 0 ) = (f  ) =
0
P(f ) Æ and for a set of verti es i1 ; i2 ;    ; i , we have (f ) = (f ) + Æ , s.t. Æ1 ;Æ2 ;    ; Æ > 0 and
=1 Æ  Æ . Moreover, for all l, there is a path from i to i in R(p; f ). Sin e f is balan ed, and
satis es Property 1, (f 0 ) = (f  )  (f  )  (f 0 ).
By Lemma 25, k (p; f 0 )k2  k (p; f )k2 Æ2 and sin e f  is a balan ed ow in N (p), k (p; f  )k2 
k (p; f 0)k2 .
2
i

l

i

il

k

k
l

l

il

l

i

k

l

i

i

il

il

P

Lemma 25 If a  b  0; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n and Æ  =1 Æ where Æ; Æ
k(a; b1 ; b2 ; : : : ; b )k2  k(a + Æ; b1 Æ1 ; b2 Æ2 ; : : : ; b Æ )k2 Æ2 .
n

i

j

n

n
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n

j

j

 0; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n,

then

Proof :

(a + Æ )2 +

X
n

=1

(b

Æ )2

i

X 2
b  Æ2 + 2a(Æ

X

i

i

n

a2

i

=1

i

n

i

=1

Æ )  Æ2 :
i

2

Let N0 denote the network at the beginning of a phase. Assume that the phase onsists of a total
of k iterations in all its stages, and that N denotes the network at the end of iteration t. Let f be
a balan ed ow in N and let I denote the set I in the network N , for 0  t  k.
t

t

t

t

t

Lemma 26 f is a feasible ow in N +1 , for 0  t < k.
t

t

Proof : Ea h of the following a tions an only lead to a network that supports an augmented
max- ow:

 Raising the pri es of goods in J .
 Adding an edge.
 Deallo ating a segment. To justify this, observe that the balan ed ow exe uted right after
deallo ating a segment s will simply undo the deallo ation, in ase it does not have a way of
rerouting ow to de rease the l2 -norm of the surplus ve tor.

2

The lemma follows.
Lemmas 24 and 26 yield:

Corollary 27

k (N )k is monotoni ally de reasing with t.
t

Let Æ denote the minimum surplus of a buyer in I in network N , for 0  t  k; learly, Æ0 = Æ
and Æ = 0.
t

t

t

k

Lemma 28 If Æ

t

1

> Æ then there exists an i 2 I
t

t

1

su h that (p
i

1)

t

i

(p )  Æ
t

t

Æ.

1

t

Proof : Consider the residual network R(p ; f ) orresponding to the balan ed ow omputed at
the end of iteration t. By the de nition of I , every vertex v 2 I n I 1 an rea h a vertex i 2 I 1
in R(p ; f ) and therefore, by Property 1, (p )  (p ). This means that the minimum surplus Æ
is a hieved by a vertex i in I 1 . Hen e the surplus of vertex i de reases by at least Æ 1 Æ during
iteration t.
2
t

t

v

t

t

i

t

t

t

t

t

Lemma 29 If Æ > Æ +1 then k (N )k2
t

t

t

t

k (N +1 )k2  (Æ

t

t

t

t

Æ +1 )2 , for 0  t < k.
t

Proof : By Lemma 28, if Æ > Æ +1 then there is a buyer i whose surplus drops by Æ Æ +1 in
going from f to f +1 . By Lemma 26, f is a feasible ow in N +1 . Finally, Lemma 24 gives the
desired on lusion.
2
t

t

Lemma 30

t

t

t

t

t

2

k (N0)k2 k (N )k2  3zÆ+ 2 :
k

28

t

Proof : The left hand side an be written as a teles oping sum in whi h ea h term is of the form
k (N )k2 k (N +1 )k2 . By Corollary 27, ea h of these terms is nonnegative.
Consider only those terms in whi h the di eren e Æ Æ +1 > 0. The sum of their squares is
minimized when all these di eren es are equal. Using Lemma 29 and the fa t that Æ0 = Æ and
Æ = 0, yields
t

t

t

t

k

2

k (N0 )k2 k (N )k2  Æk :
k

By Lemma 16, k  3z + 2. The lemma follows.

2

Lemma 31 In a phase, the l22 -norm of the surplus ve tor drops by a fa tor of


1



1
:
n(3z + 2)
From Lemma 30 and the fa t that k (N0 )k2  nÆ2 ,

Proof :

2
k (N0 )k
k (N )k2  k (N0 )k2 n(3nÆ

k
(N0 )k2
z + 2)
n(3z + 2)
k





 k (N0 )k2 1 n(3z1+ 2) :
2

The lemma follows.

Theorem 32 The algorithm nds equilibrium pri es and allo ations for spending onstraint step
utility fun tions in Fisher's model using


O n2 z 2 (log n + n log U + log M )



max- ow omputations.

Proof : By Lemma 31, the square of the surplus ve tor drops by a fa tor of two after O(zn)
phases. At the start of the algorithm, the square of the surplus ve tor is at most M 2 . On e its value
drops below 1=4 , by Corollary 15, equilibrium pri es have been attained. Therefore the number of
phases is bounded by
O(nz log(4 M 2 )) = O(nz (log n + n log U + log M )):
By Lemma 16 ea h phase onsists of at most 3z + 2 iterations and by Theorem 23 ea h iteration
requires n max- ow omputations. The theorem follows.
2
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Buyers with Utility for Money

Finally, we allow buyers to have utility for money, as given by step utility fun tion f0 for ea h buyer
i 2 B . We note that segments orresponding to these utility fun tions will not appear as edges in
the network N (p; a; s).
As pri es of goods are raised, the urrent bang per bu k, , of ea h buyer i 2 I keeps de reasing.
If for some buyer i 2 I , de reases to the point where she is equally happy leaving with money
orresponding to segment s 2 seg(f0 ), then the algorithm will need to return money orresponding
to s before it an raise the pri es of goods any more.
As des ribed below, the urrent phase may terminate even before money orresponding to s an
be fully returned to i. If so, we will say that buyer i has a partially returned segment s; in this ase,
0 < returned(s) < value(s). When i returns to set I in a subsequent phase, the algorithm will rst
attempt to return the rest of value(s) to i.
The following event is exe uted as the rst event in Step 9 of the algorithm for a phase.
i

i

i

i

 Event 0: There is a buyer i 2 I with rate(s) = for s 2 seg(f0 ), and moreover, returned(s) <
i

i

value(s).
Raise returned(s) ontinuously until one of two events happens:

{ Event 0(a): A set S  J goes tight. (Observe that for a set S  J su h that i 2 bestT(S ),
best(S ) is de reasing as returned(s) is raised.)
If so, terminate the urrent phase and start the next phase.
{ Event 0(b): returned(s) = value(s) (i.e., the money orresponding to segment s has
been fully returned), or e(i) spent(i) = 0 (i.e., buyer i has no left-over money).
Go to Step 10 and ontinue raising the pri es of goods in J .
Let y denote the value of returned(s) at whi h Event 0(a) o urs. Next, we give a pro edure for
determining whi h of the two events o urs, and if Event 0(a) happens, we will give a method for
omputing y .
Let v0 (s) denote (value(s) returned(s)) just before Event 0 was exe uted, i.e., the unreturned
part of this segment, and r0 denote the minimum of (e(i) spent(i)) (i.e., the unspent money of i)
and v0 (s). Compute p0 , the pri es of all goods at the moment Event 0 o urs. Let a denote all for ed
allo ations made so far. Let s denote the ve tor of money spent just before Event 0 was exe uted.
Obtain s0 from s by adding r0 to spent(i), i.e., assume that r0 money is returned to i, orresponding
to segment s. Constru t network W (p0 ; a; s0 ) on verti es fsg[ J [ I [ftg and he k if (s; J [ I [ t) is
a min- ut in it. If so, Event 0(b) o urs, i.e., r0 money orresponding to segment s an be returned
to i. It may be that simultaneously a set goes tight also; if so, the algorithm will realize this as soon
as it tries to raise x further. If (s; J [ I [ t) is not a min- ut in the network, Event 0(a) o urs. If
so, let (s [ J1 [ I1 ; J2 [ I2 [ t) be a maximal min- ut in the network. The next lemma shows how to
obtain y in this event.

Lemma 33 If Event 0(a) o urs,
y = m(I1 ) + (J1 ; (J1 ) I1 ) (p0 (J1 ) a(J1 ));
where m(I1 ) is omputed by using the money spent a ording to ve tor s.

30

Proof : Let W1 denote the network W (p0 ; a; s0 ) de ned above. De ne a se ond network W2 as
follows. Obtain s00 from s by adding y to spent(i), i.e., assume that y money is returned to i,
orresponding to segment s. Let W2 denote the orresponding network, i.e., W (p0 ; a; s00 ). Clearly,
W2 will have a tight set, say S , and i 2 bestT(S ). Let C be a maximal min- ut in W2 ; sin e
i 2 bestT(S ), i will be on the s-side of this ut.
The only di eren e between W1 and W2 is that the left-over money of i in W1 is smaller than
that in W2 by r0 y . Therefore, it is easy to see that ut C will be a maximal min- ut in W1 as
well, i.e., C is the same as the ut (s [ J1 [ I1 ; J2 [ I2 [ t). Moreover, the apa ity of this ut is
smaller in W1 by pre isely r0 y .
Sin e network W2 satis es Invariant 2, the apa ity of ut C in W2 is the same as that of ut
(s; J [ I [ t), whi h is p0 (G) a(G). The apa ity of ut C in W1 is
r0 + (J1 ; (J1 ) I1 ) + p0 (J2 ) a(J2 ):

m(I1 )

Finally, using the fa t that the di eren e of these apa ities is r0 y , we get the expression for y
given in the statement of this lemma.
2
We prove below a lemma that is analogous to Lemma 14 for the enhan ed model.

Lemma 34 If Event 0(a) o urs, the pri es of goods in the tight set are rational numbers with
denominators  .
Proof : Let S  G be the newly tight set at the termination of the phase when Event 0(a)
o urs and let T = bestT(S ). Let s be the segment that was being returned to buyer i when this
happened. Clearly, i 2 T and the subgraph indu ed on (S; T ) by the urrent edges, after making
them undire ted, must be a single onne ted omponent (otherwise the omponent not ontaining i
would ontain a tight set even before s was returned). Pi k a spanning tree,  , in (S; T ).
Observe that when rate(s) be ame equal to , for any edge (i; j ) in ident at i,
i

p =
j

rate(i; j )
;
rate(s)

where, by a slight abuse of notation, we are using rate(i; j ) to denote the rate of the segment
represented by the edge onne ting i to j . Similarly, if j 0 is rea hed via the path i; j; i0 ; j 0 in  , then
rate(i; j )  rate(i0 ; j 0 )
p0=
:
rate(s)  rate(i0 ; j )
j

Therefore, the denominator of p ; j 2 T is the produ t of rates of at most n segments and hen e is
bounded by U , whi h in turn is bounded by .
2
If Event 0(b) o urs while returning money orresponding to segment s, then this segment will
never be onsidered again, sin e the bang per bu k of s remains un hanged but
an only de rease
as the algorithm pro eeds. Hen e the number of o urren es of Event 0(b) is bounded by the number
of segments in fun tions f0 , for all i, whi h in turn is bounded by z . Now, it is easy to see that the
running time bound established in Theorem 32 holds for the enhan ed model as well, as long as z is
taken to be the total number of segments having positive rate in all utility fun tions spe i ed in the
input, in luding those for money.
j

n

i

i
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Dis ussion

The remarkable onvex program given by Eisenberg and Gale [11℄ aptures, as its optimal solution,
equilibrium allo ations for Fisher's linear model. Some of the basi properties of Fisher's linear ase
an be established in a simple manner via this program. These in lude the existen e of an equilibrium
under ertain mild onditions, the uniqueness of equilibrium utilities and pri es of goods, and the
fa t that equilibrium pri es are rational (if all input parameters are rational) and have polynomially
bounded des riptions.
In this paper, we have established the above-stated properties for spending onstraint step utility
fun tions in Fisher's model; uniqueness is shown in Se tion 4 and the other properties follow from
our algorithm. It is natural, therefore, to ask if there is a onvex program that aptures equilibrium
allo ations for these utility fun tions.
We believe that the answer to this question should be \yes." In our experien e, non-trivial
polynomial time algorithms for problems are rare and happen for a good reason { a deep mathemati al
stru ture intimately onne ted to the problem. Observe that a onvex program with the same
stru ture as the Eisenberg-Gale program is not the right answer to this problem, sin e in our model
utilities of buyers are not only a fun tion of allo ations but also of pri es of goods, whereas in
the Eisenberg-Gale program, pri es are Lagrangian variables orresponding to pa king onstraints
o urring in the program.
An important open question regarding Fisher's linear ase, whi h applies to spending onstraint
step utilities as well, is whether there is a strongly polynomial algorithm for omputing the equilibrium. In parti ular, if su h an algorithm is found for the former question, it will be interesting to
determine if it generalizes naturally to our setting as well.

Note added Mar h 2010: Re ently, Devanur [8℄ has found a onvex program for the linear Fisher
markets that is very di erent from the Eisenberg-Gale program. A natural generalization of this
program yields a onvex program for Fisher markets with spending onstraint step utility fun tions,
thereby settling the onje ture stated above. As a result, this paper is also ts into a resear h theme
proposed in re ent years by the author, i.e., nding eÆ ient ombinatorial algorithms for solving
spe ial lasses of nonlinear onvex programs, e.g., see [18℄.
13
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